Typically the Indiana Regional Competition will not cancel unless there is a snow emergency or extreme negative conditions in Allen County and the immediate surrounding area that make travel dangerous. The regional event involves reserving IPFW Walb Student Union for 2 days more than a year in advance and the commitment of more than 30 judges, many team members, and volunteers who all would need to reschedule if the event is cancelled. On a rare occasion, we have had a delayed schedule. We do have a snow date established for January 28th but the event would have to move to an alternate location that is not as conducive to public viewing of models and families observing presentations. Therefore, rescheduling will only be used in extreme circumstances.

Announcements: If weather conditions become extreme we will announce a delay or cancellation by placing a message on Carol Dostal’s office voicemail: (260) 481-6905

If you will be late or need to cancel: If you feel that you must cancel, please notify Carol Dostal ASAP by calling her cell at (260) 413-2054.

Most important, any change in schedule will be placed on the outreach office phone at (260) 481-6905.